Class of 2024 Housing in 5 Simple Steps

**Intent**
Between March 11 and before 11:59 p.m. (EST) on March 18, all students must log into the housing portal and declare your intent to live on- or off-campus.

Those who do not declare on-campus intent by the deadline will be presumed off-campus and excluded from the draw.

**Group Formation**
Group Leaders create a lottery-group in the housing portal and invite others to join.

Individuals search for groups to join or declare a group of one for a stand-alone single.

All groups must be finalized by 11:59 p.m. on April 5th.

**Pre-Draw**
Only groups seeking a suite-type that is oversubscribed will enter the pre-draw.

Pre-draw (mini-lottery) will randomly determine which groups go in oversubscribed suite types.

Those eliminated from pre-draws must re-form and finalize new groups by 7:30 p.m. on Thursday April 7.

**Final Draw**
Each group will be randomly assigned a lottery number.

Based on their lottery number each group will take their turn selecting a suite or stand-alone single.

Immediately after selecting their suite, suitmates choose rooms within the suite.

By participating in the draw all students are understood to have contracted for housing.